
DISPATCHER
The pla orm offers dispatcher so ware that 
allows the customer to be in control of their
own network.

VOICE RECORDING
All communica on is recorded on the pla orm 
and available for instant replay. Recordings remain 
available for a month and can be easily down 
loaded to customer server for storage.

PRIVATE CALLS 
Private calls can be made by choosing the required  
radio ID. The two radios will be entered   into a private
group. Once the conversa on is   over, the radios will
automa cally revert back into   their original group.

GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM
The SS 8 offers GPS tracking via the dispatch 38
sta on so ware, showing speed, distance 
travelled and me.  

UNLIMITED COVERAGE
U lizing exis ng GSM networks, the SS 8 38
offers unlimited coverage.

GROUP CALLS
Group calls can be made by choosing the 
required radio ID‘s. The radios will be entered 
into a private group. Once the conversa on is 
done, the radios will automa cally revert back
into their original groups.

STUN FUNCTION
The operator can stun a radio should the radio 
be stolen, lost or abused. The radio can be 
reac vated by the controller.

SEND MESSAGES
The operator can send instant voice and text 
messages to a radio. All sent messages are 
recorded on the server.
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NOTE: Due to the continuous development of technology, the above data is subject to change without notice.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL NO

DIMENSIONS

WEIGHT

WORKING TEMPERATURE

WORKING VOLTAGE

PEAK CURRENT

WORKING CURRENT

MACHANICAL

BASIC

PARAMETER

RF

PARAMETER

MAXIMUM

OUTPUT POWER

WCDMA 900/2100MHz: Power Class 3

(+24dBm +2.5dBm/-1.5dBm)

GSM/GPRS 850/900MHz: Power Class 4

(+33dBM +2.5dBM/-1.5dBm)

GSM/GPRS 1800/1900 Power Class 1

(+30dBM +2.5dBm/-0.5dBm)

PROPERTIES

SS388

120 60 40(H) x (W) x (L)mm

268g

-30º to +70º

3.3V-4.2V (Standard 3.8V)

0.8A

250mA@UTMS 2100/900

250mA@GSM 900

NOTE: Due to the continuous development of technology, the above data is subject to change without notice.

TYPE PARAMETER
ITEM

SPECIFICATION

WCDMA

GSM

Band 1:2100M 
Band : 0M 5 85

Band : 0M 8 90

(optional) 

GSM/GPRS:
900M / 1800M

GSM/GPRS:
850M / 1900M


